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fast approximations of the forward model are commonly employed. This gives rise to model error, which has the potential to significantly bias posterior statistics if not properly accounted for. Here, we present a new methodology for dealing with the model error arising from the use of approximate forward solvers in Bayesian solutions to hydrogeophysical inverse problems. Our approach is geared towards the common case where this error cannot be (i) effectively characterized through some parametric statistical distribution; or (ii) estimated by interpolating between a small number of computed model-error realizations. To this end, we focus on identification and removal of the model-error component of the residual during MCMC using a projection-based approach, whereby the orthogonal basis employed for the projection is derived in each iteration from the K-nearest-neighboring entries in a model-error dictionary. The latter is
Introduction

1
Bayesian inversion of hydrological and geophysical data using Markov-chain- 
47
In recent years, a number of techniques have appeared in the scientific and 48 engineering literature to address the model error problem, thus allowing for more 49 effective use of approximate forward solvers in Bayesian stochastic inversions.
50
One popular avenue of research focuses on the overall or "global" statistical 51 characterization of these errors, whereby a small number of stochastic model- posterior bias. A key concern, however, is the validity of the assumption that 68 the errors can be adequately described by the specified parametric distribution. In order to realize computational gains with this technique, the approximate 113 solver needs to be a "good" approximation in the sense that it provides results 
124
In this paper, we attempt to address the above-mentioned challenges and 
where forward operator F (·) contains the physics and geometry of the measure- can be expressed as
where || · || denotes the 2 -norm, N is the number of data, and
is the residual vector, which describes the misfit between the observed data and 166 those predicted by applying the forward operator to parameter set m. We see
167
that the likelihood will be maximized for a particular set of model parameters
168
when the 2 -norm of the residual is minimized, which correponds to the case 169 where m = m true and the parameter-error component defined in equation (4) 170 is equal to zero.
171
Equations (2) it is evaluated using
If the new parameter set is probabilistically accepted, it becomes the new state if not accounted for. In this case, the residual is given by the following equation:
where we see that the additional model-error component means that ||r(m)|| 
206
To overcome these challenges, we seek in this work to develop a strategy for that it can be subtracted prior to calculation of the likelihood using equation (3).
211
To this end, in each MCMC iteration, we use a small number of model-error 
compute acceptance probability p acc using equation (5) 8 generate random number u ∼ U(0, 1) 
Finally, the estimated model error is subtracted from the residual to yield re-
which is now largely suitable for calculation of the likelihood using equation (3) 253 assuming independent and identically normally distributed data-measurement is given by equation (3). As the MCMC iterations continue, the option to per-265 form a dictionary update will be periodically accepted, whereby the detailed 266 forward solver will be run alongside the approximate solver and M δ and E δ will 267 be augmented with entries around the current state of the Markov chain. As The latter quantity is strongly related to soil water content, meaning that the 325 method provides estimates of porosity below the water table and information 326 on soil texture and water retention characteristics in the unsaturated zone. there is a large change in slowness. This is to be expected because, at these 398 locations, the eikonal equation will allow first-arriving energy to do most of 399 its travel through low-slowness (high-velocity) layers, whereas the straight-ray 400 solution forces this energy to pass through high-slowness (low-velocity) layers. In the second example inversion, we allow for variability in both the hor- 
where S(x, z) is the random field, µ(x, z) is its mean function, m i are a series of 
424
The mean slowness value is set equal to 10 ns/m. The domain between the 425 boreholes is discretized using ∆x = ∆z = 0.2 m.
426 Figure 2b shows three random subsurface slowness fields that were generated 427 from the prior for this example, whereas Figure 3b shows the corresponding 
447
The fields show many small-scale heterogeneities compared with those generated 448 using the truncated KLE in Figure 2b , and are clearly more geologically plausi- 
Inversion settings and results
467
We present below the results of MCMC inversions for the three previously For the layered subsurface example, a simple uniform proposal mechanism 497 was used to generate new models to be tested in each MCMC iteration. This is
498
given by
where m is the proposed set of model parameters, m i is the current state of the 500 Markov chain, β is a scaling coefficient that determines the proposal width, and 501 ξ is a vector of independent uniform random numbers drawn from U(−0.5, 0.5).
502
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
We chose β = 0.05 for each inversion, which provided a model acceptance rate 503 of approximately 30%. A total of 600,000 iterations were run in each case, from 504 which the first 50,000 iterations were discarded as burn-in and the remaining 505 samples were used to generate the posterior results.
506 Figure 5a shows the "true" subsurface slowness field that was used to gen- 2016), where the proposal mechanism is described by
where β is again a scaling coefficient that determines the proposal width, ξ is 
Here,m prior and C prior represent the prior mean and covariance, andm post We applied our approach to the crosshole GPR travel-time tomography prob-640 lem in this paper, where synthetic data were computed using the eikonal equa- Nonetheless, one important topic of future research is a detailed analysis of the 658 best choice of the number of KNN utlized in our algorithm. This is expected 659 to be highly problem-dependent, being a function of the specific forward solvers 660 involved, the data considered, and the assumed model parameterization.
661
Finally, it should be again emphasized that, in order to identify the model- Figure 8: Prior (black) and posterior densities for the 20-KLE-weight parameterization test case when there is no model error (blue); when model error is present and not accounted for (red); and when model error is present and accounted for using our proposed methodology (green). The black dots indicate the true parameter values.
